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UPCOMING TRAINING

Lancaster Police Department’s Lieutenant Hooten was the guest speaker for the February 25,
2016 Lancaster CERT meeting. He spoke to the members about traffic and crowd control. Members were given valuable lessons to keep themselves, their partners, and the community safe.
Lt. Hooten shared with the group their safety and your partner’s safety is #1. Always wear your
reflective safety vests to improve visibility and it is a requirement to be covered under the City’s
insurance. While directing traffic, never assume drivers see you. Always assume they don’t see
you. When giving directions, remember people don’t always see you, even when they are looking at you. Sometimes lights blind drivers and they are unable to see you until they get right up
on you. Always be aware of your surroundings, the background, and where you are. Traffic
cones can be put out to keep traffic flowing in the direction you want them to go. Be dramatic
with your hand and arm movements because you want to make sure people understand what
you want them to do. Use your whistle with short blasts to alert drivers. Your goal is to make the
driver see you and understand what you want them to do. Use tactics such as pointing at the
driver. Let them know by your actions, you are in charge. When directing traffic, you have people
to protect and they could get run over if people don’t pay attention. Communication with your
partner is a must. You and your partner should pay attention to each other and to the drivers.
Remember, drivers get distracted and as a general rule, they don’t want to slow down. Your job
is to control the situation. Always be serious and definitive. It is a good policy to always bring all
of your equipment with you because you don’t know if you will be called to do one job and a totally different issue can develop where you will need your first aide kit or other equipment. At
night you will need your flashlights. Some vendors sell flashlights with cones on the end. They
are very helpful. Remember to be very dramatic in your gestures and at the same time, if it’s hot

Traffic control continued...

outside, those repetitive movements can tire you out
in the heat. So, once you get the traffic moving in the
direction you want them to go, slow your movements
down to conserve energy. Make sure to take a water
bottle with you or a canteen. Once you know you
have a driver’s attention, you can get in front of them
and start the other lane of traffic moving. Always
give yourself a route of escape. Sometimes weather
conditions can cause drivers not to be able to stop,
which jeopardizes safety for you and other drivers.
Cones alone can be used effectively to control traffic. Utilize all of your resources to control the traffic
(hand gestures, whistles, radios, cones, flares, barricade tape, etc.)

Crowd Control

Dorcy Deluxe Signal Wand
Flashlight With Safety Cone
Sold at Walmart $6.17
2.4-volt krypton bulb that
provides a super-bright beam
of light, making it a perfect
multi-purpose flashlight. This
signal wand flashlight comes
with a durable safety cone
attachment for added functionality, making it great for
traffic control, parking, security and construction.

The second part of the CERT training was on crowd control. Lt. Hooten
used an active shooter crowd control scenario at the Lancaster High
School. In this instance, CERT members could be utilized for perimeter
position crowd control. Members would control entry areas such as
driveways. It is very important to use your people skills to deal with
people. They will be upset and want to get to their child. Give them information on what they need to do to stay out of harm’s way. Do not
get into a physical confrontation with people. Alert police officers to
handle situations like this. Keep the entry or driveways clear to allow
emergency vehicles access. Remember, once LPD has cleared the
school, there may be a mass exodus of people coming out. Direct the
crowd to the staging area such as triage. CERT members may be assigned a role to ID or identify people. This helps in finding out who is
the good guy or bad guy. It’s very important to keep yourself informed
with knowledge of what’s going on at the scene to keep family members informed. You may have to tell them, “We cannot let you in here
because I need to keep you in this safe area.” Once again, always
bring your equipment bag with you because you don’t know when you
will need it!
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“IT IS VERY
IMPORTANT TO
PAY
ATTENTION TO
WHAT’S GOING
ON AROUND
YOU AND KEEP
YOURSELF
AND OTHERS
SAFE. “

City of Lancaster Trash Off
The City of Lancaster will hold it’s annual Trash Off on Saturday, March 19, 2016 @ 8:00 a.m.—2:00
p.m. The Lancaster CERT Team has nine members who have signed up to practice using traffic
control skills. Assistant Fire Chief Adamcik, talked to the members about safety during the event.
Traffic will be lined up on Dallas Avenue to get into the event. Keep in mind, there will be traffic
stopped and waiting to drop their items off. Other drivers may approach the stopped traffic and not
slow down, which has and can cause an accident. The City will have large vehicles inside the event
picking up items. So, there will be traffic on Dallas Avenue and traffic inside the event. It is very important to pay attention to what’s going on around you and keep yourself and others safe. Wear your
uniform, ID, vests, and whistles to help alert people. The following people have signed up for the
morning shift and need to report at 7:45 a.m.to 1501 N. Dallas Avenue. Ask for Fabrice Kabona:


Doug Bailey



Tim Skidmore



Cassandra Lewis

The second shift will work from 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.


Angela Baskin



Jason Baskin



Wilmer Lindley



Kimyatta Grimes



Ke’Cha Grimes



Terry Freeman

Volunteers will assist with directing traffic, checking in, and helping dispose of bulk trash. For volunteering, you will receive a commemorative “Trash-Off” t-shirt and a free lunch .
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2016 COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM TRAINING

Feb 24th:

Traffic Control & Dealing with Angry Citizens

March 24th:

First AID, bandages, slings, CPR, snake bites

April 28th:

Storm Tracker Training

May 26th:

Search and Rescue (City and Rural, Evidence Collection,
Amber Alert/Missing Person

June 23rd:

Dealing with hot weather: Heatstroke, Heat Exhaustion, etc.

July 28th:

Utility Emergencies: Hazardous Power Lines, Gas line
Disruption

August 25th:

Fire Extinguisher training and CERT Simulator

September 29th:

Cold Weather First Aid and Emergency Preparedness
Kit

CERT Webpage
coming soon...

